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1. INTRODUCTION 

It was communicated, more than ten years ago, that we have 
observed such collisions of pions with xenon nuclei, at 3.5 GeV/c 
momentum, in which "fast" protons - with kinetic energy from 
about 20 to about 400 MeV - are intensively emitted without pro
duced particle ejection''1''. Such collision events were studied 
later in details in our experiments and the results were desc
ribed in the series of papers - '. Two classes of such events 
can be distinguished: a) The class of events in which none of 
secondary pions is emerged, the incident pion is absorbed in the 
target nucleus, and the absorption is accompanied by fast nucle-
on emission; we called such events the "stopped" ones, b) The 
class of events in which the incident pion underwent a deflecti
on only in its passage through the target nucleus, accompanied 
by fast nucleon emission; we called such events the "deflected" 
ones. The distribution of the multiplicities of the fast protons 
emitted in the stopped events differs by much from the distri
bution in the deflected events, which shape is rather similar to 
the distribution in the sample of events with ejection of the 
produced particles at 3.5 GeV/c momentum '• 

The subject matter in this paper is to put on record results 
of our investigations of a physical meaning of the observed pro
ton multiplicity distribution in the class of the stopped events, 
and to present our interpretation of this distribution. 

This work is arranged as follows: after the short introduc
tion, in section 1, experimental procedure applied in selection 
of the stopped events is described in section 2; in section 3 -
experimental material is presented; in section 4 an analysis 
of the experimental data is described; section 5 closes the 
paper with short conclusions and remarks. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The stopped and the deflected collision events were disco
vered at first and studied later on using the 180 litre xenon 
bubble chamber / 7 / of the Institute of Theoretical and Experimen
tal Physics in Moscow; the chamber was exposed to negatively 
charged pion beams at 3.5 GeV/c momentum. 

The characteristics of the xenon bubble chamber and detailed 
information about the experimental procedure can be found in 
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our previous works '• and it was not found necessary to re
peat it here; we limit ourselves here to the presentation of 
the most important information, therefore. 

Tracks of the length larger than nearly 5 mm are visible 
well and detectable with the constant efficiency which is close 
to 100%. To this minimum length there corresponds the minimum 
kinetic energy of the registered protons of nearly 20 MeV and 
of the registered charged pions of nearly 10 MeV. Shorter tracks 
are visible as well, but in this case the detection efficiency 
is not constant. The emitted protons with kinetic energies from 
nearly 20 up to nearly 200 MeV, the secondary pions; the negati
vely charged with kinetic energy from nearly 10 up to nearly 
100 MeV, positively charged with the energy from 0 up to 100 MeV, 
and the neutral pions with any kinetic energy over 0 MeV, inclu
ding 0 MeV, are recorded and identified with the efficiency near 
to 100% within the total solid angle 4rr ; the kinetic energy of 
the protons emitted forward and backward from the center of the 
chamber within the 60 degree cone and stopping inside the cham
ber is no more than nearly 350 MeV, 

We are able, therefore, to select pion-xenon nucleus colli
sions in which incident pion is absorbed without causing par
ticle production, without ejection of the pions in particular. 
In fact, in the stopped events only pions absorbed inside the 
target nucleus may be produced, if any. 

According to the scanning and selection criteria, the emitted 
fast protons stopped inside the chamber were recognized as par
ticles leaving the characteristic straight tracks ended inside 
the chamber; any sharp change of a track - a sharp deflection 
or a branching at its end - was accepted as an indication that 
the track leaving particle could be not the proton. It was es
timated that the number of fast protons emitted from points lo
cated near to the chamber center and having left the chamber or 
forming the deflected or branched tracks is no more than about 
10% of the total number of the proton track registered. The 
rest of the tracks, qualified as the non-proton tracks are qua
lified as the tracks leaving by charged pions; the positively 
charged pions stopped inside the chamber are identifiable in it, 
because they decay into simply recognizable positrons, even if 
the kinetic energy of the positive pions equals 0. Neutral 
pions, eta and omega mesons decaying via neutral channels are 
detectable by registration of the gammas from the neutral pions 
decays and from radiative decays, with an efficiency near to 
100%; the detection efficiency of a gamma quantum with energy 
above 5 MeV, emitted from the center of the chamber, is in ave
rage f = 0.92. Etas and omegas are rarely produced and, be
sides, their neutral decay channels are detectable more effi
ciently than the neutral pions are. Therefore, it will be suf
ficient to estimate the detection efficiency of the neutral 
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pions only. Let us do it. The average multiplicity of the regis
tered gammas in any-type pion-xenon collision events at 3.5 GeV/c 
is 1.7 and it is almost independent of the multiplicity of the 
emitted fast protons. A neutral pion will be lost when the two 
of the two gammas from its decay convert outside the chamber. 
The events which can imitate the stopped ones are mainly those 
in which one neutral pion is produced in the reactions Pi • p • 
-> Pi ~ + PiO-t p or Pi + n-> PiO ^ p in which the secondary nega
tively charged pion is unidentifiable and the neutral pion is 
not recorded in the chamber; in the rest of cases, when more 
than one neutral pion or when two, four or six charged pions 
are produced the events cannot be wrongly qualified as the stop
ped ones, because at least positively charged pions are always 
detectable. In the total sample of the pion-xenon collision 
events of any type - with particle production - the number N 
of events with N p j 0 1 and N p i i 0 is N = 239. The number of 
the events of such a kind which can imitate the stopped ones 
is then: N • (1 - ( ) s 1.52. 

The second source of the events which may he recognized 
wrongly as the stopped ones is the production of the V-shape 
track leaving particles, mainly of the lambda particles and К 
mesons escaping the chamber. For estimation of the number of 
the false stopped events, let us apply the data on the V-par-
ticle production in 26 litre xenon bubble chamber 1(l . In this 
chamber the registration probability ol 1 lie lambda particles 
is 0.46 and of the K'-mesons - 0.25; among the V-events the 
two-prong neutral stars are recognized as well. The probability 
of registration in the bigger chamber, in the 180 litre xenon 
bubble chamber, should be about 0.6 and O.Jr> correspondingly 
lor lambdas and K' mesons. In the total sample of the events 
without ejected pions only "' events with V-.';hapcd tracts were 
found. Therefore, the number of "stopped" events in which in 
fact two V particles are produced and no OIK- of them is regis
tered is about 2. The charged strange particles are always 
distinguished from the emitted protons without difficulties. 

Some number of direct tracks of the particles .stopped within 
the chamber and recognized, according to the scanning and se
lection criteria, as rhp proton tracks, can be in fact tracks 
left by "slow" Pi" mesons - with kinetic energies smaller than 
about 120 MeV. Such mesons may appear in result of the energy 
loss of the incident negatively charged pion in its passage 
through nuclear matter, in our case - when as projectile the 
negatively charged pions are used; production of such mesons 
should he accompanied by production of positively charged meson, 
mainly pion, which is detectable directly and simply when with 
kinetic energy higher than 0 MeV or equal to 0 MoV. Let us es
timate now the number of the "wrong" protons due to the lowing 
down of the projectile pions; we use, in order to do it, tin 



observed and measured in our experiment strong dependence of 
the kinetic energy of the deflected pion on its deflection 
angle, observed in charge-exchange type collision events with 
one neutral pion and any number of the emitted protons. Average 
energy of the neutral pions ejected through the angles larger 
than about 70 degrees is nearly 100 MeV, and about a half of 
the number of the mesons is with energy lower than 100 MeV. 
Approximately, the same situation should be when the negatively 
charged pions are deflected through the angles larger than about 
70 degrees, due to the deceleration in nuclear matter. In our 
total experimental material, which the "stopped" events were 
singled out from, there are N= 118 events with one negatively 
charged secondary pion ejected through an angle larger than 
70 degrees; let us accept that one half of the events are with 
pions with kinetic energy smaller than 120 MeV. The probability 
that these pions will form unobservable "stars", when stopping 
inside the chamber, is ' n' 0.28. Therefore, the number of events 
in which the stopped Pi mesons are recognized wrongly as the 
protons is about 17. 

Total number of "wrong" stopped events is 21. Predominantly, 
the wrong stopped events are due to the deceleration of the pro
jectile pions. 

Let us introduce corresponding corrections into the proton 
multiplicity distribution in the sample of the stopped events; 
we use additionally one experimentally stated, by us, property 
of the proton multiplicity distribution in the sample of the def
lected events, when the projectile deflection angle is larger 
than 70 degrees: the proton multiplicity distribution in such 
sample of deflected events is similar to the distribution in the 
sample of the stopped events. It means, obviously, that the def
lected events with large deflection angles are in fact the al
most stopped events in which incident pion passed through the 
target nucleus near to its diameter. We should use, therefore, 
the proton multiplicity distribution in the sample of such def
lected events for accounting of the corrections of the observed 
proton multiplicity distribution in the sample of events selec
ted as the "stopped" ones. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL 

The observed proton multiplicity n p distribution N(np), in 
the sample of events recognized as the "stopped", is shown 
in fig.l; the proton multiplicity distribution in the sample of 
any-type pion-xenon nucleus collision events is shown on this 
fig.l as well. Histogram represents the distribution of the pro
ton multiplicity in the wrong "stopped" events. In fig.2, the 
proton multiplicity distribution N(n ) in the corrected sample 
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Fig.l. Proton multiplicity n p 

distribution N(np) in samples of 
pion-xenon nucleus collision 
events, at 3.S GeV/c momentum: 
о - the stopped events from reac-

Xe n p + f, where n c tions Pi 
- 0,1,2,... ave numbers of the 
emitted protons, f- nuclear 
fragments; total number of the 
stoppings is 95. • - any-type 
events from reactions Pi~ + Xe-
-. n p • x , where x is any outcome 
with produced secondaries. Histo
gram - proton multiplicity distri
bution in the "wrong" stopped 
events, normalized to the total 
number of the wrong events. 

Fig.2. Proton multiplicity n p 

distribution N(n p ) -N/2N in the 
corrected sample of the stopped 
events. 
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of the "stopped" events is shown. In figs.1-3, the multiplicity 
distribution II(itp ) for the "stopped" events is shown when ex-



perimental data are groupped at the multiplicities Пр=1 and 2, 
3 and A,..., and presented at the mean value of n

p = 1.5, 3.5, 
5.5,..., this presentation is performed for convenience, be
cause the numbers of selected events are relatively small. 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE PROTON MULTIPLICITY DISTRIBUTION 
IN THE SAMPLE OF THE "STOPPED" EVENTS 

Let us start firstly with a very rough consideration. The 
stopping of the incident pion is accompanied by the fast nucle
on emission; the intensity of this emission can be characterized 
by the multiplicity of the emitted nucleons n N or by the multi
plicity n p of the emitted protons only. The symmetry of the ex
perimentally obtained proton multiplicity distribution indicates 
that the stoppings of the incident pions occur almost along the 
diameter D of the target nucleus, and we would like to discover 
some relation between the number n N of the nucleons met along 
the diameter inside cylindrical volume ^D^D, centered on D, 
where D 0 is the nucleon diameter, and the observed multiplicity 
n of the emitted protons. From simple relation 

we have that D = 6.2, i.e., the diameter of the target nucleus 
expressed in the nucleon diameters D Q is D = 6.3. Then, the 
number n N of the nucleons met along the diameter is, for the 
xenon nucleus with A = 131 and Z= 54: 

n N = ffDQ%> = n D = 20 (2) 

when D 0 is the length unit and D = 6.3 D 0 . 
From the relation between the number of protons n p and neut

rons n n at the periphery of the xenon nucleus la': 

"p Z 

atod from the regularity of the nucleon density distribution in 
the nucleus * 8 /, it can be concluded in first approximation that 
relation (3) is valid for the atomic nucleus as a whole, at any 
distance r from the target nucleus center. Then, the probabili
ty p for the incident hadron to meet in any time moment a pro
ton in passage through the nucleus is p = Z/A = 0.412. 

Then, we can describe simply the probability Ptap) to meet 
anytime n p protons along the target nucleus diameter D, by the 
binomial formula: 
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P(n D)= ("N)p nP(l- P) nN "P; (4) 
P n P 

the maximum of the probability P(n p) lies at n p from: 

n Np + p -li n p <n Np + p. (5) 

Let us perform now a more accurate analysis of the proton 
multiplicity n p distribution N(n p) in the sample of the stopped 
events. In order to do it, we use correct number of the nucleons 
met by incident hadron along the diameter of the xenon nucleus, 
determined in our previous work / 1 4'. We obtained n N = 18.58 ~ 19. 
At this value, when the probability p to meet a proton is p= 
= Z/A = 0.412, formula (5) gives for n at which the maximum 
of the distribution P(n p) is located: 7.24 • n p •.. 8.24, what 
agrees well with corresponding values obtained in the experiment: 
7 ^ n p <, 8 and <n •» = 7.4+0.3; E(nJ - 7.8. 

p =0.412 
In fig.3, binomial distribution P(np) for n N = 19 and p = 

= 0.412 is superimposed on the experimentally obtained distribu
tion N(n p) for the stopped events. X'2- test shows that the dis
tributions N(np) and P(n p) are identical; Xz ~ 4.7 at seven deg
rees of freedom. It should be emphasized that the distribution 
P(n_) is drawn on the experimental distribution N(n p) without 
any fitting procedure, it is just directly taken from formula 
(4) with the experimentally known probability p= 0.412 and 
n N = 19. 

We obtained the above presented facts which lead to a very 
important experimental finding: The mean proton multiplicity 
•Пр.- in the stopped events equals the mean number of protons 
met by the incident pion in its passage through nuclear matter 
inside the target nucleus; the experimentally obtained proton 
multiplicity distribution N(np) in the sample of the stopped 
events is the вате as the binomial distribution P(np) given by 
formula (4), what means that the number of the emitted protons 
equals the number of the protons met along the path ? "D of the 
pion in nuclear matter within the volume "D|D centered on D. 

Obviously, the atonement formulated above is true for the 
sample of the stopped events at least. But, we should consider 
it true for the deflected events as well. In fact, the mean pro
ton multiplicity <n p> in the deflected events,<n p>= 3.2+0.3, 
is equal to the mean thickness <A> of the target nucleus mea
sured in units ot protons per S = »rD^ ; <Л> - 3.51 protons/S 
has been evaluated in our work / 1 4 /- Moreover, the mean valu* 
< n p > » 3.2+0.3 observed experimentally is almost the same as 
the value E(n p) - 3.3, evaluated for the binomial distribu
tion P(rip), when this distribution is prepared for P=Z/A and tion P(rin), 
nN=<X>£ 8 nucleons/S, where <A> is in protons/S. 



5. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

We discussed nucleon emission process in the simplest sample 
of the pion-xenon nucleus collisions - when the projectile is 
absorbed inside the target nucleus accompanied by nucleon emis
sion, but without causing ejection from the nucleus of any pro
duced particles. 

The preceding considerations were based on purely experimen
tal facts. The distribution P(np) was superimposed on the cor
responding experimental distribution N(np) without any fitting 
procedure. Direct comparison of parameters of the experimentally 
obtained proton multiplicity distributions in the samples of the 
stopped and deflected events with appropriate consequences from 
commonly known experimental information about the nucleon density 
distribution 1 3 / in nuclei, and about the ratio between the pro-
ton number and neutron number along any path in nuclei ~. allo
wed to conclude that: 

1. Simple and definite relation exists between the nucleon 
emission intensity, measured by nucleon multiplicity n N of the 
emitted nucleons, and the thickness A in nucleons per S of nuc
lear matter involved in a collision 
n ^ A . S . ( 6 ) 

where S = W D Q is in nucleons/S. In other worr)s - pion, in tra
versing atomic nucleus, causes the observed emission of nucleons 
from the nucleus; the nucleon emission intensity measured bv n N 

is described by fon.iula (6). 

2. The stopped and the deflected events appear as a result 
of the projectile velocity decrease in passage through nuclear 
matter; when the layer of the nuclear matter is thick enough, 
the projectile may be completely absorbed on this thickness. 

3. The appearance of both of the kinds of events - of the 
deflected and of the stopped - indicates that some part of the 
xenon nucleus, around the nuclear a'aroeter, can absorb totally 
incident pion and the rest of the nucleus is too thin for the 
total absorption of the projectile, at 3.5 GeV/'c momentum of 
the incident pioi. Evident peak observed in the proton multipli
city distribution in the sample of the stopped events indicates 
that the central part is very narrow - just around the nuclear 
diameter; this conclusion is supported by the observed symmetry 
of this distribution relatively to the value of the proton multi
plicity n equal about Я. 
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4. The existence of the stopped events may be treated as di
rect evidence that high energy pions undergo energy loss in 
their passage through nuclear matter; from formula (6), it fol
lows that the energy loss proceeds monotonically along pion path 
in nuclear matter. The energy loss is accompanied by intensive 
emission of the nucleons from the target nucleus. 

It should be emphasized that the energy loss may degradate 
remarkably the incident pion energy at energies smaller than 
a few CeV, what may lead to various observable phenomena / 1 5 /. 

Ending this section, we can conclude as well: The emission 
of the fast nucleons, of the fast protons in particular, in 
pion-xenon nucleus collisions is due to T.he energy loss of the 
pion inside the target nucleus; the emission process proceeds 
independently - whether the produced particles are ejexted in 
the collision or not, and it is strictly predictable phenome
non --5'; we can determine which number of last nucleons will 
be emitted when the collision impact parameter is given. 

From other investigations, it follows that characteristics 
of the emitted protons - momenta and angles of emission of the 
protons - are the same for the stopped events and for any-type 
collision events. 

It should be emphasized, as well, that the number n N of the 
nucleons involved in a collision at a giv-'.n impact parameter 
is always constant, independently of the protons observed. 
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В Объединенном институте ядерных исследовании начал 
выходить сборник "Краткие сообщения ОИЯИ". В нем 
будут помещаться статьи, содержащие оригинальные научные, 
научно-технические, методические и прикладные результаты, 
требующие срочной публикации. Будучи частью "Сообщений 
ОИЯИ", статьи, вошедшие в сборник, имеют, как и другие 
издания ОИЯИ, статус официальных публикаций. 

Сборник "Краткие сообщения ОИЯИ" будет выходить 
регулярно. 

The Joint Institute for Nuclear Research begins publi
shing a collection of papers entitled JINR Rapid Communi
cations which is a section of the JINR Communications 
and is intended for the accelerated publication of impor
tant results on the following subjects: 

Physics of elementary particles and atomic nuclei. 
Theoretical physics. 
Experimental techniques and methods. 
Accelerators. 
Cryogenics. 
Computing mathematics and methods. 
Solid state physics. Liquids. 
Theory of condensed matter. 
Applied researches. 
Being a part of the JINR Communications, the articles 

of new collection like all other publications of 
the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research have the status 
of official publications. 
JINR Rapid Communicatione will be issued regularly. 



Стругальский 3., Плвляк Т., Плюта Я. Е1-85-888 
Экспериментальное исследование столкновений пион-ксенон 
при 3,5 ГэВ/с без рождения частиц: физический смысл 
распределения по множественности испущенных протонов 

Изучалось распределение по множественности протонов в таких 
столкновениях пион-ксенон при 3,5 ГэВ/с, в которых налетающий 
пион полностью поглощается, а частицы не рождаются. Распре
деление симметрично по отношению множественности протонов 
п„ = 7,4+0,3. Оно точно описывается, без всякой подгонки, 
биномиальной формулой, на базе информации о размерах ядра-
мишени и о распределении в нем нуклонов. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯЧ. 

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1985 

Strugalski Z., Pawlak Т., Pluta J. El-85-888 
Experimental Study of the Pion-Xenon Nucleus Collisions 
without Particle Production at 3.5 GeV/c Momentum: 
Physical Meaning of the Proton Multiplicity Distribution 

Distribution of multiplicities of protons with kinetic 
energies from about 20 up to about 400 MeV emitted in pion-
xenon nucleus collisions was studied in such events in which 
incident pion is totally absorbed within the target nucleus 
without causing ejection of any produced particles. The distri 
bution is symmetrical relatively to the proton multiplicity 
n p = 7.4+0.3. It is exactly described by binomial formula, 
without any fitting, on the basis of an information about the 
size of the target nucleus and nucleon density distribution 
in it. Discussion of the results and conclusions are presented 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 

Coimunication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1985 
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